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The Cimarron Valley Has the Land, Climate and Water.

FIRST YEAR

y

One Thousand Farmers

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, APRIL
WILL PROTECT
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USINESS
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COLFAX LAND
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START WORK

INVESTMENT
H.

E.

NUMBER FIVE

1, 1908

LOOKING FOR

THEIR GUESTS

DUCKWORTH AND MARLING
HAVE INSTALLED FIRE SYSW. F. BRABROOK MAY TAKE
TEM.
HOLD OF CIMARRON VALLEY LANDS.
RAILROADS ALREADY HAVE
Duckworth and Marling, the proCONTEND
TO
STORAGE
CAR
prietors
of the popular Oxford Hotel
Mr. W. F. Brabrook, of Rockford,
)
WITH.
have made a much needed addition
111., was in Cimarron last week accompanied by his wife, looking over to their already well improved propA few weeks ago the St. L., R..MJ
erty. Heretofore the hotel has been
fthe lánd 'proposition in the Cimarron
X I. It. R. Co. 'had all the cars on Valley.
Mr. Brabrook came out into without adequate fire protection, and
hand that they could possibly find New Mexico at the solicitation of the guests were sometimes fearsome.
use for, and more too. Now that the Mr. Richards of the French Land Si In order to both protect the lives of
recent flurry in financial lines has Irrigation Co., of Springer. He was their guests and also the property itabated, the road Las trouble in meet- so well pleased iwith the land that he self, this enterprising business firm
ing the demand for cars, that the in- saw between here and Springer and has installed a complete fire system.
creased bus ncss requires.
Colfax, that he was very anxious to They have made connections with
M. G. Pence, the company's agent take a large tract for investment and the city water by means 06 a large
in Cimarron stated that He has orsale, and is now negotiating with the fire plug, and with the hundred feet
ders in for more cars than he hopes New Mexico Land Sales Co., with a of three inch pipe, which they have
they are now able to
to obtain at one.'. Tile Continent::! view of. handling some of their fine purchased,
throw water any place on their buildTie & lumber Co. are using a large laud around Colfax.
of them for shipments of
umiilfc.-Mr. lírabrook is the general 'man- ings at a moment's notice. So great
luinbc' and ties. The lumber is bill- ager of the American Guaranty Co., is I ho water pressure, that a heavy
ed to various Colorado points on the of Rockford, and is closely connected stream ran be thrown mi any feet in
while big shipments of rail- with large moneyed interests. He is the air above the top of the hotel.
C. 5;
road ties are being sent to Raton enthusiastic over the prospects of and no window in the building will
for us.- - on the old Raton & Eastern, Cimarron and the Cimarron Valley, withstand the force of the .stream dinow called the Santa Fc, Liberal & and predicts astonishing develop- rected against it.
This example of enterprise is one
Englewood,, which is now extending ment within the next coming summer. He further states that the mid- that many more of the business men
into Oklahoma.
In addition t the cars being used dle west farmer is turning his 'eyes of the city might do well to emulate.
in the lumber a'id tie shipments, a toward the southwest and especially
large number are in demand for ship- to Now Mexico, and that the numping hay out of Cintarron. Cimarron ber of Illinois farmers thai will in
has become quite a center for the all probability come southwest this
hay business, and it is estimated that summer is immense.
no less than three hundred cars of
Lay h: v none out from here during

V)

Wanted

BRUBAKER INVESTI-GATECONDI-TIONBUSINESS
IN CIMARRON. '

CIMARRON

ON BUILDING

IS VICTOR

S
S

CIMARRON LUMBER COMPANY BUILDING OFFICE AND
YARDS AT COLFAX.
DAWSON BASEBALL AGGREDEFEAT
SUFFERS
GATION
The Cimarron Lumber Co., which
IN HARD BATTLE MEET
recently started a lumber yard at tht
AGAIN APRIL 5.
new town of Colfax, have already
shipping in three car loads of lumber
The Cimarron Swastikas have
to the new town, and now have a
started
out the baseball season of
force of men at work erecting builda victory, which while not
1908
with
ings, sheds, etc., for the active operation of the yard. In addition to the decisive, was nevertheless a good one
sheds, the company is erecting a neat if only because the aggregation they
little office building for its business, ran up against was composed of suand a store room, where they will
While the game
perior material.
handle paints, hardware, etc.
Dawson,
The workmen
began
the actual was between Cimarron and
in
of
a practhe
more
it
nature
iwas
construction last Saturday.
game, and was not
tice or try-oone of the series that the two cities
TEN L iTS HAVE
have agreed upon. But be that as it
may, the game was well worth seeBEEN DISPOSED OF ing and was fast and snappy from-sta- rt
to finish. Ciniarron has noth-

Last week, II.- V. Brubakcr of
Brush, Colorado, visited in Cimarron
for a number of days, returning to
Colorado the last of the week. Mr.
Brttbaker is an experienced man in
the lumber business, and while here
made a thorough examination of the
property of the Cimarron Lumber
Co. and congratulated the management on the showing they have made
in building up such an institution as
they now have in Cimarron, stating
that a city of this size might well be
proud of an institution such as the
lumber company.
Mr. ürubaker
visited
Cimarrón
with a view of getting into business
lure and investing in Cimarron properly, but while expressing himself
very, much pleased with the outlook
for Cimarron, he did not state what
ing but praise for the Dawson team,
business he contemplated starting,
as a team, and for the players in the
They were each any every
uor when be would be back. But lie TEN LOTS IN COLFAX DISPOS team
ED OF HERE IN CIMARRON. one game and in the game every mo- did state that he had about made up
his mind to locate here and would
ment.
There was no kicking of
It is not every one here in Cimarback-talk- ,
do so if nothing unforseen turned up.
and everything went off
ron that believes Colfax a stumbling as it should go.
block iii the rapid advancement of
Cimarron went to the bat first, and
Cimarron, and this fact was shown up to the first half of the sixth, manby the sale of ten lots in the new aged to keep in the lead. But in the'
town right here in Cimarron. As sixth, Dawson got in some fine work
one of the purchasers expressed it, and ran the score up so that it stood
"Colfax will be just a feeder for Cim- 6 to 5 in favor of Dawson.
Cimar-- ,
arron." The early settlement of the ron then took a brace and in the last
Thieves-Mak- e
laud around Colfax will of necessity of the sixth ran in
scores, mak-- :
force the next settlers west to Cim- ing the score seven to six, neither
it.lj. 11s vi un.i
arron, and we will be all the bigger ilnnti,
tr9
o 111. nkl.
tLdiii
fiuic ,i'i
because of Colfax,
a run, and the 7 to 6 in favor of CimyThose purchasing lots arc as fol- arron stood to the end of the game.
Line-Ulows: A. C. Cox, David Cole, Henry
,
J. J. Brick, James Dancer, K.
Dawson Herrod, 1st; Parkersvtti,
Not since the old days of Cimar- he did not close up his pool hall un- H. Fisher, W. B. Williams, Burton and; Shurphcy, ss; Pisha!!, Decker,
Williams,
Frederic Whitney and ,Ud; Boafield, rf; Cans, cf; Tipton.lf.
ron, when it was the center of bad til late the night before, possibly beGeo. i". Remley.
Fisher, 1st;
Swastikas Ruperb,
and
half
past,
eleven
and
that
tween
has a
men throughout the:
Livingston, 2nd; Coe, Brooke, ss; W.
when lie went home, he saw the carmore daring and fool hardy theft oc- riage in
lirookc, 3rd; Rogers, rf; Jackson, cf;
its usual place. This is proof
Duffy, L. F.
curred than that which took place of the fact that the theft took place
Smigl o w.
Dawson:
Battery
last I'riday night.
between eleven and day light.
pitcher.
Pichal!,
catcher: Decker,
Thieves, and it is thought there arc
Mr. Mann stated that his team was
IN
Swastikas: Sullivan, catcher; liarr,
at least two concerned, broke into worth about
and that he was
pitcher.
the barn of G. V. Wilson and at- greatly worried about the loss. Not.
Ran Special.
tempted to take a team of fine ani- however, so much because of the
The management arranged for a
mals he had stabled there. One of money invested in the team, but be- PARTY OF CIMARRONITES
VISIT COLFAX IN AUTOMO- specjal train over the Rocky Mounthe horses, however, was not very cause the horses were pets and beBILE.
tain road from Colfax to Cimarron,
gentle and it seems that the best the cause he had driven them very hard
with the usual spirit
and Dawson,
bandits were able to do with him, that afternoon. He said that it made
Last Friday afternoon, a party of .1. .... ..
v.
without attracting too much atten- him feel badly to think of the treatmu) 111K ..:
in viiii ui.i) .1.1.
j , (lullColfax in ed out in force, about fifty rooters
Cimarron people
visited
tion to the noise they must have ment, the horses might receive at the
the automobile of Mr. C. F. Rems- availing themselves of the opportunbeen making, was to put on the col- hands of the thieves.
berg; Mr. Frederic Whitney driving ity of seeing a good game. The
lar. They were evidently frightened
About ten o'clock Saturday morn- the red devil. The party consisting
Dawson
crowd seemed to enjoy
away from the Wilson place, and ing, it was reported that tracks had
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Whit- themselves very much and were cerwishing to get a team that had been been found leading to Dawson. Ofney, J. C. Rogers, E. H. Fisher and tainly good losers.
The only thing
used together, they abandoned their ficer W. M. M inters at once started
Burton Williams, started from Cim- that marred the day was the cold
efforts and left. But not before tak- out to investigate, accompanied by S.
arron about ten o'clock and made the wind that blew fronn the east. It
ing a fine set of double harness with N. Brewer, and also "S!nrty" Dutrip down
and back between that has been suggested that the grand
them.
elled?, who was armed to the teeth time and four o'clock in the afterstand be .weather boarded up on sides
It appears that they then went to and determined to bring in the guilty
noon.
and back, a glass front built, and a
the barn where L. W. Mann, the sew- men or lose his life in the performWhile in Colfax, the automobile steam heating plant installed for the
ing machine man, keeps his valuable ance of his duty
When "Shorty" refused to go further, and the party
better comfort of those occupying
animals, and proceeded to take pos- starts out to do anything of this
was greatly disappointed.
After the seats. This would be a great
session.
Evidently fearing that the kind, it is pretty apt to be done, and
tinkering around for an hour or so, scheme, and the sporting editor of
light spring wagon which Mr. Mann it was expected t hut the stealers 01
S. E. l'elphrey, who chanced to be the Citizen is very much in favor of
uses for delivering sewing machines, horses would be back in Cimarron
going past, remarked to the driver it, provided that the usual courtesy
would attrack too much
attention, under guard by night fall. But they
that posibly the machine would run extended to the press entitles him lo
they looked around for another, liut had too much of a start.
better if they had some gasoline in sit .in one of the radiators.
the only thing they could find that
Thief is Caught.
it. They all laughed at him and said
suited their rather particular taste,
W. II. Duquette arrived in Cimar- that the machine was a horseless and
was the light one horse buggy own- ron late Sunday afternoon, and re- gasoline-les- s
affair and ran on noth
ed by Mr. S. N. Brewer. This buggy ported that the thief had been caught
ing but hot air of the variety he was
had shafts in it, and so they went with the horses and buggy in his posthen directing in their direction. Mr.
back to the Mann stable and pro- session at Raton.
The officers fol- Pclphrcy shook his head and passed
ceeded to make a single harness of lowed the tracks of the thief( who
on.. But on examination of the tank
the double
one Mr. Mann owned, was a Mexican calling himself Diaz, it
was decided that his advice would
hitched one horse up to the single clear into Raton, and with the assistLast Friday .evening, the box sobe a good thing to follow out.
buggy, and started out leading the ance of J. Gail, made the arrest.
cial
at the Methodist church came off
second horse, loaded down with the Diaz tried to throw the officers off
with
a rush, and a most enjoyable-timdouble harness they had stolen from his trail time and again by making
CHARETTE HAS
was spent. ' While the attendMr. Wilson.
It further seems that long detours into the prairie and
sinthey were not satisfied with the
ance was not as large as had been
swinging back on the road again beMOVED SALOON
gle rig jhey had taken, and wanted hind where he left it, but did not suchoped for, still the receipts were very
to use both horses, and so they ap- ceed in throwing the sleuths off at
satisfactory. The Citizen is informpropriated a tongue from some light all.
ed that there iwere more girls and
wagon and made their
He made straight for Colfax, made J. R. CHARETTE REMOVES HIS boxes of lti:::-present than there
Officers Notified.
SALOON TO BUILDING OC- were men to help cat. What do you
a detour and then made for Maxwell
It was not until rather late this City, Duquette, who was following
CUPIED BY OLD STORE.
think of that? Never again can (lie
morning that the theft was noticed, closer than the others, saw him r:n
forlorn youth speak with bated sigh
but the officers of the law were at ihe plains between Maxwell City and
Since the big fire here last fall, J. of "Girless Cimarron."
And some
once notified of what had taken Raton with the aid of powerful R. Charette has been conducting his men even had the pleasure of shar
place and at once set out in search glasses.
He then stopped at a tele- saloon in old town opposite the St. ing their luncheon with two pretty
Messages were tele- graph station and wired the officers James hotel. Hut he has recently re- girls. Oh, the waste of golden opof the men.
phoned to the officers of Dawson, at Raton to be on the lookout. About moved it to tile old store formerly portunity. Cimarron young men are
Maxwell City, Raton, Springer, Utc five miles this side of Raton, he came occupied by J.R. Charette & Bros.,n
urely slow. But those who did
Park, Taos and every other place across one of the horses that had giv- a general merchandise store. Afte
were all right. Some of the
where the thieves could have made en out, and upon arriving at Raton, the fire, which destroyed their saloon baskets, and the right to entertain
for, and a dcscriptSm of the outfit the
officers made the arrest, and the J. R. Charette & Bros, sold out their those who put them up, reached the
was given, and so it is not likely that
mercantile business to Frank Crock- price of $1.75. But alt good things
the men can long remain in hiding. property was ident fied by the own- er, but retained title to the property. come high, so what is the difference.
When seen by a representative of the ers. The thief got mixed up in his It is in this building that they have At least the fun was worth many
(Continued on Page j)
Citizen, Mr. S. X. Brewer stated that
now moved their saloon.
times the expense.

HORSE THIEVES MAKE HAUL

Cimarron Visited By Horse
WILL GIVE
Their Escape With Team
PROGRAM
DAWSON
PLAY
And Bugg- Officers Notified
LL
SCHOOLS
NEXT SUNDAY CIMARRON
GIVE BIG PROGRAM ALSO
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HOLD LOCAL EXHIBITION-

WILL AGAIN
SWASTIKAS
CROSS BATS WITH SUPERB
TEAM GAME AT DAWSON.
.As v.as, announced in our columns
some time ago, a baseball league between Ih? cities of this county was

Dawson and Cimarron

attempted.

were the only places that had the
to them to do
nerve .'.ml the get-u- p
anythir.g A meeting was held, and
'

delegates expected from the various
cities and camps. But Dawson was
the only one whose delegate attended.
But in spite of this, a series of
ames between the two cities was
arranged for, and next Sunday the
first game of this series will be pulled, off ;.t Dawson.

The Cimarrón Swastikas will go to
Dawson and again cross bats with
the superb team that visited us here
k
Manager Geo.
last Sunday.
s.ates that he will have the
learn i'i much better shape next Sunday, and that it will be strengthened
by additional players, and that they
will give the Swastikas the gamie of
their liven. They nearly did it last
week, ;.nd there can be no doubt but
that the coining game will be an exhibition of fast, nifty ball playing.
Dawson always treats its guests in
and the
a most pleasing manner,
Cimarron boys are looking forward
to the visit with great anticipation.
Mux-doc-

REMSBERG WAS
.

C.

IN CIMARRON

F. REMSBERG VISITS CIMARRON IN AUTOMOBILE.

-

the Cimarron
schools .are now planning a big program for the last day of the school
On
year, .which comes May 15th.
that day, eight pupils of the eighth
grade will be ready to graduate, and
the event will take on the nature of a
County
commencement program.
Superintendent C. O. Fisher has
promised to attend the exercises, and
great preparations are being made.
There will be some musical numbers,
some oratorical numbers, and in addition, each graduating pupil will be
required 'to' prepare an essay on topJn all, the
ics of general interest.
15th of May promises to be a rather
uotable ont.
Local Exhibit.
Miss Miriam Ellis, city superintendent of school stated that the pupils in Cimarron are now busily engaged in perparing school exhibits
which will be sent to Springer, and
and she exthen to Albuquerque,
pressed herself as being confident
that the Cimarron schools would win
the $jj.oo prize given for the best
modeled ranch,' worked in either clay
or paper pulp. Said Miss Ellis, "The
Cimarron School exhibit will consist
of .clay modeling, map drawing, paper cutting, wood carving, hand
sewing, penmanship and mechanical
I now have
drawing.
the children
working on floor plans for different
buildings, and as soon as the clay
they will start in to make
conies,
Co. and congratulated the manage-be- .
We art not allowed to tell them
anything, under the rules laid down
for the winning of the prize, and every thing must come out of the pupil's head. They are given a board
The

teachers

of

which to make
One boy already
has his ranch planned out. lie will
Chas. K. Remsbcrg of Raton, ac- put in all ranch buildings, irrigation
companied ' by Mrs. Remsberg made ditches, fences, etc., and it is truly
the trip from Raton to Cimarron in interesting to watch the ingenious
their big touring car last week, stop- manner in which some of the pupil
ping it night at the Swastika hotel are laying out their ranches. 1 preMrs. Remsberg visited in the in- dict that we will win the
pri?e
terests of, business connected with offered."
the Crocker Mercantile big store, in
which he has a large interest. While JAPANESE WILL PAY
here, the matter of remodeling the
$10,000,000
ON LOAN
building in the new town situated on
Tokio. March o. The official gastreets was zette will announce tomorrow that
yth and Washington
gone into. The cellar ,.of this build- on April 30, payment will be made
ing is now completed, and it will be of twenty million yen, about ten mila matter of a few days until a swarm lion dollars, as the first installment
of carpenters are busily engaged in of the redemptions of the 100,000,000
puttmg in the glass front and making yen national loan. This loan matures
j next December.
the other changes contemplated.

c

f.i.

4x30 inches

upon

their clay model.

to

.
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VISITS COLFAX

AUTOMOBILE

1

BOX SOCIAL

WAS SUCCESSFUL
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PACE TWO

THE CIMARRON CITIZEN, CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO
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aII t he Government
in tlie United States
een taken wo?

Tfiai 99
3Liík

Ü

I 2 Pes? Cent of

WHAT IS LEFT IS NATURALLY THE POOREST LAND OF ALL, SINCE THE BEST IS ALWAYS TAKEN FIRST?
v
THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES IS INCREASING AT THE RATE OF 1,500,000 EACH YEAR?
IT IS NOW AS HARD TO FIND A CLAIM WORTH HAVING AS IT IS TO FIND A NEEDLE IN A HAY STACK?
THE FACT THAT THERE ARE A FEW CLAIMS LEFT IS THE ONLY THING THAT HAS KEPT THE PRICE OF LANP WITHIN REASON'
'
OF ONE PER CENT WILL BE TAKEN UP BEFORE YOU KNOW IT?
THE REMAINING
'
F
THE MINUTE THE REMAINING
OF ONE TER CENT IS GONE LAND WILL GO UP BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS?
PRACTICALLY
SPEAKING THE ONLY LAND THERE IS LEFT IS INCLUDED IN A FEW GREAT CATTLE RANCHES?
THE ONLY REASON THERE IS ANY GOOD LAND LEFT IS BECAUSE A FEW GREAT CATTLE KINGS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO RESIST THE TIDE OF
AGRICULTURE UNTIL WITHIN THE LAST FEW YEARS?
NOW EVEN THE GREAT CATTLE RANCHES ARE BEING SUBDIVIDED AND SOLD OFF SO FAST THAT IF YOU DON'T GET A PIECE OF T AVn
-

ONE-HAL- F

ONE-HAL-

SOON YOU WON'T GET ANY AT ALL?
A YEAR AGO THE CATTLE- - GRAZED UNDISTURBED, THE SEPARATOR HUMS WHERE THE
WAGON CAMPED, AND BEET FACTORIES ARE ARISING FROM THE RUINS OF THE HACIENDAS?
THAT WITH THE OPENING OF THE SUGAR FACTORIES, THE LAND JUMPS IN VALUE TO PRICES RANGING FROM $100 TO $300 PER ACRE?
PRETTY

THAT

THE STEAM PLOW CIRCLES WHERE

Do You Know

You

That Panics Worry tne FARMER Less than any other Man in the

are Watching the Factories Close

Down

"ROUND-UP- "

World?

These Days,

and Railroads and Coal Mines and Great Manufacturing Concerns cut down their Forces, but did
you ever know the Farmer to close down?
Even if you don't want to farm yourself, don't you think you had better buy
You have seen stocks and bonds go to almost nothing, but have you ever seen the land decline?
a
piece of land before it is too late? You know, don't you, that the reason many of you are living in affluence now, is because when you were children your fathers bought Iowa
Illinois or other lands at $10 an acre, which are now worth $100 an acre up?
Perhaps you don't know that at the rate the cost of living is advancing, if your children are to be as comfortable when they are old as you are now, they will have to have as
much more money than you have now as you had more than your father had when you were children? It is a fact, you just didn't think of it in that light before.
You want to
do as well by your children as your fathers did by you, don't you? Of course you do, and a little better. Then don't you think you had better buy a piece of land?
Even if you dont want to farm, or have your children farm, buy them each a piece of land and let it lie and double and double in value. If land went from $10 to $100 per acre and
more, in your life time, with plenty of government land to take up, if one did not want to buy, where do. you think it will go to in your children's life time, now that all but one-haof one per cent of the government land is gone?
of great cattle ranches left in Colfax county, New Mexico, that have been preserved for a herof in the West now, but there is a little trr'-"There are no claims worth speaki-ititage for the homcscckcr of today.
lf

r

GOUM

mm
41

ft

the Richest County in Point of Natural Resources in the United States
OF AVAILABLE FLOOD WATER FOR EACH ACRE BEIT HAS 1,000 SQUARE MILES OF COAL LANDS; 1,000,000 ACRES OF FARMING LANDS; a ACRE-FEESIDES THE NORMAL RAINFALL; 1,500,000 ACRES OF GRAZING LANDS; AND 100,000 ACRES OF GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, COAL, LEAD, AND IRON BEARING
MINERAL LANDS. THE FARMING LANDS, THE MINERAL LANDS, AND MOST OF THE COAL, TIMBER AND GRAZING LANDS LIE IN THE CIMARRON VAL
PORTION OF THE COUNTY. IT IS A REGION OF PERENNIAL SUNSHINE COOL NIGHTS, PERFECT SOIL
LEY, WHICH INCLUDES THE SOUTHWESTERN
AND ABUNDANT WATER, AND TO THE AMAZEMENT OF THE CATTLE BARONS, IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT THE 40 ACRES THEY ASSIGNED IN THEIR
SUPPORT A FAMILY.
BOUNTY TO A COW AND HER CALF, WILL WITH INDIFFERENT CULTIVATION
It is true that this is very choice land, in fact it is the cream of the whole Southwest, and it is because the cattle kings have held on to the best until the last. It will go all the faster
on that account. You had better get hold of a piece of this land before it is all gone. Now is a good time .0 buy because the cattle barons don't know how good it is or how many
times it is going to double in value in the next few years. They bought it cheap when they were young men and while they knew it was the finest grazing land in all the world,
and the best watered, they did not realize that it was good for anything else and they thought they were getting the best of the bargain when they sold it to the Eastern real estate
dealers for $10 per acre, but it will raise sugar beet and alfalfa and wheat and oats and barley and rye and fruit and vegetables, and the farmers (will raise more cattle on the side than
all the great ranches put together numbered in their herds. The cattle barons wondered where the world would get its supply of beef when they went out of the business, but every
.10 acre farm where the baron ran a cow and a calf, is raising from a dozen head upon its stubble fields and around its straw stacks, besides horses and hogs and poultry, and next
year the stock will be fattened on the pulp from the sugar factories and the output of cattle from this section will be greater by ten fold than it was in the reign of the cattle
kings. In the fall the farmers go hunting in nearby mountains where speckled trout, deer and wild turkey abound and every now and then one finds a gold mine or a copper mine
and don't have to farm any more. There are five times as much coal in this vallcjr as there is in the whole Conncllsville Basin in Pennsylvania and there are great forests of pine
timber covering its foothills, and towns are springing up where the foothills and farm lands meet, and fortunes arc being made in real estate, for the farm lands make the towns grow
,
and the towns make the farm lands desirable.
It is an ideal place for the homcsecker and' it is a good place to salt down a few dollars even if one does not want a home or a farm, for land has been raising in value since the world
f
of one per cent of government land is gone it will raise faster than ever. It cannot run away, or burn up or, be stolen. But it can all be taken up, or
began, and when
bought up. Maybe you never stopped to think that land is the one thing the supply of which is limited. There is just so much land in existence, and as the population increases
th'-ris no knowing where the price of land will go to. Any piece of fairly good land at any price in reason is a good investment, but of rnnrsc the better the Ian d and
PERFECT SOIL, ABUNDANT WATER. PERENNIAL SUNSHINE,
the lower the price the better the investment, and this is just what you can find in the Cimarron Valley.
AND THE BEST OF ALL THE LAND IS AS YET HELD AT A COMPARATIVELY LOW PRICE.
The price of anything is fixed by the demand and the supply; if the supply is less than the demand the price goes up; and if the supply is greater than the demand the price goes
down; if the supply is equal to the demand the price stands still. The supply of land in the Cimarron Valley, being less than the demand, the price is going up; but the supply of
feet of available water for each and every acre, the price of water rights will not go up
water in the Cimarron Valley being equal to the demand, there being two-acr- e
Valley
unirrigatcd land at from $10 to $40 per acre; for while the price of water rights will probably
in
is
Cimarron
the
investment
best
of
land,
therefore
the
price
the
fast
as
as
advance very little in the next five years, owing to the fact that the supply is .rual to the demand, irrigated land is likely to be worth from $300.00 per acre up and an additional
investment in water rights five years from now, while costing practically no more than at present, will bring $10 to $40 land up to the $300 and over mark. NEW MEXICO
LAND SALES COMPANY has all kinds of land for sale at prices to suit purchaser but offers as its belt bargain, unirrigated farming lands at from $10 to $40 per acre; water
rights for these lands will cost little, if any more, five years from now, than at present.
T

one-hal-

New Mexico Land Sales Com paey
1

,

GENERAL OFFICES, CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO. AGRCULTURAL LANDS IN THE CIMARRON VALLEY, CITY PROPERTY IN COLFAX.
RKMEMBER that Iowa and Illinois and other lands now worth from $100 up, sold for $10 pnly a few years ago; 99 2 per cent of all the govof 1 per cent is gone?
ernment land has been taken up. Where will the price go when the remaining
Write to NEW MEXICO LAND SALES COMPANY AT CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, at once for prices of LANDS in the CIMARRON VALLEY and BUY A LITTLE PIECE AND LET IT LIE if you don't want to farm it. DO IT NOW. A postage stamp will bring the information.
3
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BRUCE DAWSON
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PATHETIC

EXILE

MASONIC DEGREES

t3

SONG WRITTEN BY
BRINGS TEARS TO

G. PENCE FINISHES BLUE
AND CHAPTER LODGES AND
READY FOR COMMANDERY.

M.

EYES- -

Have Been Looking For

n

The 'following is a contribution
handed in to the Citizen by one who
assures us that the song printed below, was taken down word for word
, in short hand, while "Bruce" iwas
busy punching short-horn"While in Routt County, Colorado,
the writer listened to a song by
Bruce Dawson, who resided in Colfax County before he moved to Colorado, and whose continued absence
from New Mexico is much regretted
by his friends. The words indicate
that Bruce is still with us, and the
comparison he seems to draw between Colorado and Ndw Mexico
is interesting, and one that fhjosc
who have sojourned in both places
will especially appreciate. The song
is as follows:

ilrt Bale

,

AT SPECIAL PRICES

I'se gwinc back to Mexico
I'se gwinc back to Mexico,
I's gwinc whar dey don't have any

We are Sole Agents for

M. G. Pence, the popular station
agent of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific railroad here in Cim
arron, went to Raton last week anft
took his seventh Masonic degree.
Mr. Pence has been a Mason for
some time, and has finished the three
degrees of the Blue lodge, and the
four of the Chapter, making seven
all told, which
he has now gone
through with. Having gone through

O

o

with these seven, he is now eligible
to the Commandcry, but states that
he has enough hard work at the
present and will not take up the further work necessary for the eighth
in the near future.

00

SLOCUM

u

mud,

PEABQDY

CLÜETT,

8

& GO'S. FAMOUS

MONARCH

l'se gwine back to Mexico,
I'se gwine whar de sun shines
ways bright,
Whar de summer comes in May,
Dc catle winter without hay,
Air hearts is light an gay,
In dear ole Mexico.

g

line of Fancy Dress Shirts

All $i.2S Shirts at
All 1.50 Shirts at
All
175 Shirts at
All 2.00 Shirts at

Over 100
New Spring

.

a

al-

1.50
1.75

bite.
Ko Ah nebber liked a cricket.
So I'll slio nough buy a ticket.
Back to dear ole Vermcjo,
Ma home sweet home.
Air Chorus of "l'se Gwine
to Dixie.''

SALE LASTS

Slo-'cu-

"I was not able to get any trace of
Seelig," said Mr. Scholer, "but

HOME-MAD-

E

Next Door to Postoffice

MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC

SUPERINTENDENT
WANTS SCHOOL CHILDREN
WILL
ENCOURAGED

RAILWAY

COMPANY

'

County Superintendent of Schools,
Mr. (.'. O. Fisher has written a Utter
and patrons uf our
to the
pubiie schools asking for their aid
and support in perfecting the school
system. The letter is as follows:
To the Patrons of Our" Schools:
Dear Friends: Our .schools tre
preparing a school exhibit for the
National Irrigation Congress which
will be in session at Albuquerque the
latter part of September and the first
of October.
With a little reflection you can
readily realize what an importrant
impression our school exhibit will
make on the thousands of visitors
who will attend the congress. People who contemplate locating in New
Mexico will be interested in knowing
re must
what cur schools can do.
measure up to their expectations and
satisfy them in every particular. We
are very anxious that the school exIt
hibit be a pronounced success.
will be an important factor in making the promise of statehood a fact.
Your boys and girls will tell you
what they are preparing. They need
Your
your encouraging support.
manifestation of interest in what

1008
en in cities.

The only store that carries
line for men.
FIT GUARANTEED.

111

"up-to-da-

MAXWELL
MERCANTILE CO.
ONLY STORE IN NEW CIMARRON.

HENRY STEEN
NOTARY PUBLIC and FIRE INSURANCE

they aré preparing. They need your
encouraging support. Your manifestation of interest in what they are
doing and a few words from you in
the way of encouragmcnt and compliments will buoy them up and spur
them on to better efforts. Enquire
about their work, ask them to let
you sec it, and intake suggestions to
them.
Assist them in any way that
the
you can in preparing
BEST
school exhibit in the territory. In
this your boys and girls are doing
their inite towards the development
of a great slate.
Very respectfully yours,
C. O. FISHER.

Office With

CIMARRON TOWNSITE CO.

Norman Wilkins
FIRE INSURANCE
CIMARRON,

FRESH

BREAD A SPECIALTY

LOUIS, ROCKY

ST.

to parents!

your chance to get the
patterns at prices not often giv-

Cigars, Candles, Tobacco

Hack

COUNTY

is

A. E. RILEY

m

Mis.

i

Now

af-ai-

.vaults.

WRITES LETTER

TEN DAYS

I

JAMES J. HILL SEES NO
SIGNS OP PROSPERITY
Washington, March 25. James J.
Hill, referring today to Interstate
Commerce
Lane's
Commissioner
statement that the railways are prosperous despite reports to the con- -'
trary, said:
"Keep that article before you, then
follow the accounts of railway affairs for the next three months daily
and see how the facts and the opti
mistic views compare with each oth
er. We railway people are in no
position to do too much talking just
now,
Wc prcter to let tne tacts
speak for themselves and they will
spcakc loud enough.
"The Pennsylvania railroad would
lay off any of its men if it could
possibly afford to keep them, but it
can't. It is not earning enough to do
so.
It is the same situation everywhere. It is too heavy a draft on optimism to sec this condition of
i a bright light.

'

I'se gwinc back to Mexico
I'se gwine back to Mexico,
I'se gwine whar db skeeters nebber

-

slit be still living.
According to information given to
Mr. Scholer by the Consul- - General,
'Mrs. Seelg's has changed his name to
'Schmidt, his wife's maiden name,
'which is regarded as peculiar.
So
far, Mr. Schmidt, as he is now known,
lias not bee found to explain why he
preferred to be known by his sup-- j
posed dead wife's family name,
Mr. Scholer at pnce sought' the
coroner's office in the Bronx, expecting to find the identification pa- -'
pacrs without difficulty, and from
them trncc the persons who said they
recognized the woman's body.
To
his amazement, he said last night, al-- i
most all of the records of the
victims have been lost or destroyed.
Out of more than 1,000 sep-- j
arate identification papers hardly a
score remain in the coroner's office

possibly the department of health
will have a duplicate of the identification that was made. I shall make,
AH
I
a search there tomorrow.
know about the case is what the German consul general told me. It appears that Mrs. Seelig has fallen heir
to $50,000 or at least a part of it,
but the officials on the other side suspect that perhaps she is not dead,
in spite of the fact that her body
was supposedly identified.
"The fact that her husband chang
ed his name may have had something
to do with their action. The disappearance of the documentary evidence
connected with the disaster has noth
ing to do with the case, as far as I
know, but it strikes me as strange
that more care iwas not exercised to
preserve the records. I hope by tomorrow night to have something defi
nite in the case, but if there is no rec
ord in the health department I do
not know where else to look to find
who made the identification."

j

patterns to select from.
Stock-

$50,000 is involved, 'the whole or part
of which Mrs. Selig is entitled to, if
j

I'se gwine back to Mexico,
I'se gwine back to Mexico,
I'se gwinc whar dey nebber charge
to meals,
Whar dc coyotes "KiYi"
An de grass it grows knee high,
Boys it almost makes me cry.
To think of Mexico.

....$1.00
i.ag

"VICTIM"
MAY NOT BE DEAD

New York,. March 30. Suspecting
that Emma Selig, who was supposed
to have lost her life in the Slocum
disaster, is still alive, the German
CoiiSiil- - General has asked
Gustave A. Sehler to make an
investigation
of the alleged identi- fication of her body. A fortune of

Whar do

freezin' win dcy nebber
blow
Off dem mountains capped wif snow;
Ma heart turns back to Mexico,
An l'se gwinc home.
I'se gwine back to Mexico,

TAKES

PENCE

.

HFARD FROM

The OPPORTUNITY

PAGE THREE

NEW MEMICO

Charles M. Schwab's discovery
that in some respects our tax laws
are more favorable to residents than
may cause quite a re
of New York rcfu- turn currant
gees from Newport.
ts

M

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect April ist
Train No.

Wells-Farg-

l?''

"

Train No

2.

Lv. Cimarron . 9:40 a.m
" Cerrososo . 9:58 a.m
" Ct lfax
10:20 a m.

Ko'lerjc I 11:15 a.m.
" Koth'er ....11:05 a.m.

o

Lv. Raton

"

Ko'lerjc

1 1

a

1

I

I.

4:00 p.m.

Clifton H. 4:17 D.m.
Preston .... 4:35 p.m.

" Kochler
" Colfax
" Pre to 1... . :35 a.m.
" Cerrososo.
Clifton H.. 1:52 a.m.
Ar Raton
12:10 p.m Ar. Cimarron.

3
O

Express

WINES, LIQUORS
and CIGAKS

4:50 p.m
5:10 p.m

5:00 p.m.

5:40 D.m,

6:05 p.m.
6:20 p.m.

BONDED WHISKEY

a SPECIALTY

LEGAL TENDER BAR.

tSJ

HARRY K. GRUBBS,

,

Proprietor
'

C
O
U

COOR'S

BEER

your patronage

solicited

fiunhr&neff...

rAlNTERS and

CO

a

GOLDEN

Al

Special attention
kinds of work solicited.
Country Orders.

paid to

t;
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Cimarron Citizen
GEO.

L

REMLEY,

Editor

A Weekly

Taper, published each

Wednesday, in the interests of
Cimarron, the Cimarron Valley,
Colfax County, and the Territory of New Mexico.
Price, f 2.00 per year.
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PROSPECTS BRIGHT.
The Citizen lias been most optimistic on the subject of Cimarron's
development and . has insisted that
Cimarron has a great future in store
for it, ever since it came out in its
first edition. Since the baby paper
was first started, at least two big
happenings have taken place that
makes it even more optimistic than
ever. Some one has said:
"Hctween an Optimist and a Pessimist,
The difference is droll.
The Optimist sees the dough-nu- t,
The Pessimist the hole."
The Citizen .has been seeing the
doughnut right along and it expects
to keep it right in sight, and some
time to get a good bite out of it. In
the first place, large tracts of land
have been opened up for the settlement of farmers. All these tracts,
while not right around Cimarron,
arc in the Cimarron Valley and near
enough to be of great value to Cimarron, because with the settlement
of the lands by farmers, the immediate country will be developed, trade
increased, and eventually
will be
lands right adjoining Cimarron will
be opened up. It is bound to be so.
Land will be of such great value that
the owners can not afford to hold on
to it longer. A large portion of the
land already opened up, is as near
Cimaron as it is to any other city,
nd there is no reason why Cimarron merchants can not get the trade
of the settlers, if they will make the
effort.
Already hundreds of middle
west farmers are purchasing Cimarron Valley lands, and hundreds more
will do so before the summer is over.
It has been the rule, that immediately after a panic or financial set back
throughout the country, the tide of
hotneseekers into the west and
southwest has been increased great- ly.

copper around Cimarron.
The Citizen believes that it will be
just as easy for the poor man to
interest money in any proposition he
may have, under the new regulations,
as it was under the old. That a man
can obtain a grub stake just as quick
and that the capitalist will be many
times more apt to put his money in
to the country now than formerly.
We have the minerals, and this new
method of obtaining title to the land
will of a certainty, start active operations in the Cimerroncito and the
Ci:narron districts at once. A large
company of. Michigan men own some
claims
in the Cimarroncito.
rich
Other big concerns arc interested
elsewhere in this rich district, but
been
have
delaying development
work because they were not able to
get as much land around their claims
as they desired, without lornr delay
and tedious trouble. Mow that the
railroad is within ri.'.ch, the development of these mines and the opening of others, will make a smelter
near at hand an imperative necessity.
That place will be Cimarron.
The
Citizen still sees the doughnut and
not without great reason.

creation of the new district will
mean the appointment of another
Supreme
Justice in New Mexico
court and another set of court offi
cials including
court clerk, court
stenographer and court interpreter
and will greatly relieve
the over
burdened department of justice in
the territory.
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Kinds, of

furnish all

M
;

Such as Store Fronts, Office Fixtures, Exterior and Interior Finish for all
kinds of building, we don't pause and grunt as if to impress you that we
doubted our ability to fill your order for any material in the building line.
Did it ever occur to you that the CIMMARRON LUMBER CO. has the
best retail lumber plant in the Southwest, and our prices arc in a line with
other large lumber dealers.
.

While Cimarron is forlr.na.tciy locat d in the healthiest part of the world,
we are not here for our health. Dont mistake us. Give us a "chance at
your business. Keep shy of any concern that advertises to give you something for nothing. Our motto is "The Golden Rule."

Come and Let Us Know Yout Wants

CIMARR.ON LUMBER CO.
Cimarron, New Mexico

DIAMONDS IN CALIFORNIA

Crovillc, Cal., March 30. The discovery of three diamonds is reported
THOSE TREES AGAIN.
at Cherokee, near here on property
The Citizen has been harping being prospected by a diamond minabout the planting of trees ever since ing company. Two diamonds, it is
it sent out its first issue, and it ex said, were washed out yesterday. On
pects to continue to' harp on that another claim in Oroville, itself, an
subject until something is done hj Indian panned out another diamond.
the people of Cimarron. Some of
the imore enterprising citizens had COWBOYS SHOOT UP TOWN
already ordered trees before the Cit
Huerfano, Colo., March 30. Enizen made its offer to the people of
Cimarron, and a few more have left raged by the actions of a number of
Mexicans .whom they accused of
their orders .with the Citizen for
few native trees, but the office boy cheating in a card game, a squad of
has not been overworked in handling cowboys totally wrecked the saloon
applications by any means. The fol in which the game was in progress,
lowing item taken from the Tucuin- - ran the Mexicans to shelter and took
cari News .shows what others around a parting shot a every one in sight
the territory think of the tree propo as they rode out of town shortly
sition:
after 6 o'clock last night. The sher
Planting Millions of Trees.
iff is after the men with a posse.
"The I'ecos river is being exploit
During the afternoon a number of
ed to furnish young trees for plant- cowboys rode into town and became
ing on the treeless plains, which are engaged in a card game in a saloon
rapidly turned into farms cast of with a number of Mexicans.
The
tiiere.
The river valley is thickly game had not progressed far when
grown with cottonwoods and mil one of the cowboys declared that
lions 01 the young trees are being the Mexicans were cheating them out
pulled up and shipped to the little of their money. This the Mexicans
towns for sale to the farmers. One esented and as the cowboys took the
home seeker, li. A. Gray, of Melros, part of their companion the differobtained jo.ooo of the saplings. The ences soon developed into a fight.
United States government has re
The cowboys drew their revolvers
served many thousands of acres of and began shooting and the Mexi- this treeless land for a forest reans beat a hasty retreat to places of
serve but late!y this land has been safety, while the angered rangers
thrown open to entry. Not less than took their time in demolishing the
a million fruit
will be planted place, riddling the mirrors and walls
in Roosevelt and Quay counties this with bullets.
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WHOLESALE RETAIL

HAY AND GRAM
Fresh Vegetables Every Friday.
Exclusive Agency for Chase &
Sanborn's Fa mo tí s Teas and Coffees. Stilts Made to Order, Fit
::
::
::
Guaranteed.

REPRESENTE

ALL GOODS AS

I

-

OUR MOTTO:
'Courteous Treatment '

--

pt.

Vou That We Are Prepared

We Tell

.''-"-

rul)-Mal-

x,

LUMBER, SHINGLES AND BUILDING MATERIAL OF
EVERY
DESCRIPTION, AND BUILDER'S HARDWARE, SASH, DOORS,
FIXTURES, PAINTS, OILS, LIME, CEMENT. A SPECIALTY OF
INTERIOR. FINISH.

s
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Cin ARRON LUMBER CO.

CHURCH ITEMS.
The regular services of the Meth
church took place
odist Episcopal
In the morning the
last Sunday.
Rev. J. Alfred Morgan gave an eloquent address on the subject of
"Temptation." The text of the evening service ,was "A Young Man at
Court."
It is to be regretted that during
the evening services, a few rowdies
attempted to disturb and break up
the meeting by making various
'
noises during the services.
These
young men evidently thought, they
were doing something creditable and
continued to raise a rough 'iiouse even after being requested by the pastor to cease or leave the church. The
names of the young men are as follows:
Harry Spccklemier, James
Moodyman, Waldo Troutman, Stewart Coulter, and William Scherrer.
These same boys have acted in the
same manner before, and the time
has an ved w hen this sort of thing
must be stopped.
The Citizen is in
favor of prosecuting the hoys to the
full extent of the law, hut Rev. Morgan says that he will give them one
more chance, and that if the disturbance takes place again, the matter
will be laid before the District Attorney with instructions to proceed
against the boys. It is strange that
boys cannot stay away from a place
of worship if they can't attend in the
proper spirit.

This is due to the fact that the
west farmer, whether he be
owner or renter, is operating largely on borrowed capital.
In times of
tress, loans are called in, and he is
unable to raise the cash necessary
to continue his business.
If he is a
renter, he sells .what little he has and
comes west. If he is an owner, his
lands are foreclosed upon, and he also comes west where he can get a
fresh starl. This state of affairrs has
been in existence time and again, and
the same is true at the present time
to a certain extent. The middle west
farmer is coming southwest. He is
coming to the Cimarrón Valley, and
he is coming to Cimarron. For every farmer that comes into the coun-t- i; year."
Can't we get together and plant a
i;:rre
men come to supply
ANOTHER REVOLUTION
him with wi .t lie needs and lo take million more or less trees? If every
Au Prince, March 30. A
Port
advantage of the development thd man, woman and child in Cimarron
conspiracy
fresh
against the govern.
will
plant
but one tree, we
only
farmer brings about, and to develop the country themselves along oth- would have seven or eight hundred ment has been discovered in this city.
er lines than those pertaining to the planted, and in a year or so, the The leader of the plot, General Lar
streets would begin lo look different. raque, former chief of cavalry, who
cultivation of the soil.
The change in the method .if ob- Let lis try die experiment.1
was arrested on March 14, on suspi
taining mineral lands within the
'result ill Roosevelt, in his mes--ag- e
cion
of conspiring against the presi.
i.. mi1. aim ijrain. willi also
to the American School Chil
)La
.ii.ixweu
dent,
and who was released with four
most potent factor in the rapid devel- - dren, s;iys in part:
on March 24, took refuge yesothers
"
w
oí
people
ithout
would
children
Cimarron. Those having
P'iiiiii
terday
afternoon in the French lega
'..'Mi- - ;it the preient time will not i;.ee a
hopeless
future; a country
tion with two other officers.
li injured
without
as
itimost
hopeless.
trees
nor have their rights
The police have been scouring the
changed in the lea-- t.
One prospec- Fore-t- s which are so used that the
city all day and have set a careful
renew
will
cannot
themselves
soon
was
tor
heard to argue that inasmuch
watch on all the legations in order
as the rules made it necessary to pay vanish, and with them all their .beneA true forest is not merely a to intercept other conspirators. The
a Mini of money down at first, 1 tie fits.
palace guards have been redoubled
poor prospector was out of it and store house full of wood but, as it
with 2,000 rifles and a large quantity
" was a thing oí
were,
a
wood
of
and
factory
the
at
the '
the
of
ammunition purchased from Gerreservoir of water.
He argued that very few mm same time a
past.
many, were landed today and taken
in the business could get together Winn you help to preserve our forto the palace.
the three or four hundred necessary ests or plant new ones you arc act'
buy script, and that the mining ing the part of good citizens. The
KANSAS CITY BANK OPENS
Í
usi:.e.i.s within the Grant was there- value of forestry deserves, therefore,
Ka usas City, March 30. The reorto
in
be
taught
schools,
the
which
fore a thing of the
I!ut he
that under the icript system a aim to make good citizens of you. If ganized National Bank of Commerce
man could do his prospecting at one oiir Arbor Day exercises help you with William
B. Ridgcley, former
place, and if it turned out worthless, to realize what benefits each one of comptroller of the currency, as its
he could then try another place and you rc:eivc from the forests, and president,
reopened
this morning.
then another, until he found some- how by your assistance these benein
Faith
this,
largest bankone
of
the
thing, and as soon as he struck it fits may continue, they will serve a
in
ing
institutions
country,
was
good
the
end.
rich, he could then file as is rccpiir-e- d
Til F.ORORF. ROOSEVELT.
evidenced by the fact that long beby the new rules under the rights
The White House.
fore the receiving tellers' windows
et forth in his script. He forgot
were opened persons stood in line
that title to the land can be obtainwaiting an opportunity to deposit
ed .within ninety days by merely buyNEW JUDICIAL DISTRICT.
A hill creating a seventh judicial their money.
ing the script. He forgot that title
i
what moneyed men want, and that 'district out of the counties of President Ridgely, Edward Ridgc-ly- ,
cashier, and George T. Cults, the
the trouble and uncertainty in
Luna and Socorro counties
taining title under the old rules, .has been introduced in congress by newly elected vice president, together
heretofore experienced, has kept Delegate Andrews and has been with the other official were on hand
many capitalists from opening and recommended by the Department of early and were the recipients of many
developing mines of gold, silver and Justice. It ill probably pass. The congratulations.
middle
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Is the Richest Single County in point of Natural Resources in the United States
Compare the following Statistics (taken from Government, Territorial and private Geographical and Hydrographlcal

5

5

surveys and reports), with those

boasted of by other counties:

1000 Square Miles ol Coal.l 1000,500,000. Square Miles of Timber. Acres oi Grazing Lands
1,000,000 Acres of Farming Lands With two feet of Available Flood Waters for each and
every acre.
100,000 Acres of Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Iron Bearing Mineral Lands.
!
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THE EXACT GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF THE CIMARRON VALLEY, where the beautiful Cimarron Canon opens out on to the prairie, and is the most
ideal location in the Valley. The Coke, Coal, Ore and Timb r all come down hill to Cimarron, where the Railroads from the mineral districts, the
coal camps and the timber districts center. Below and adjoinining lie the choicest farming lands in the greatest southwest.

TOWN LOTS,
SO FAR AS CAN

25x140 FEET,

RANGE

IN

PRICE FROM $25.00 TO $250.00.

BE ASCERTAINED, CIMARRON IS THE ONLY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES THAT HAS NOT FELT THE EFFECTS OF THE PANIC.

5k

CIMARRON

T0VVN8IT

COMPANY

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO.

Car No. 200, the private car used HICKMAN BUILDS
by the officials" of the Rocky MounTASTY FENCE.
tain, is in the shops for repairs. It
We already have signs of the com'
will receive a general
ing spring, and the evidence is to be
Published Every Wednesday by
and will lie rcfiinished both inside found on all sides, liens are laying,
CEO. E. REMLEV.
and outside.
people are planting trees, and now
W. B. Hickman plants posts for his
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Rcmsberg left new fence which he is building
for Raton in their automobile last around his residence.
Mr. Rcmsberg
Monday morning.
The new fence will be a neat five
states that he makes the trip in a lit board one, ad will extend completeEngine No. 105 is in the shops for tle over two hours, beating the time ly around his lots . If more of the
the f. ain makes between the two ! Cimarron citizens would go to the
light general repairing
cities.
little expense necessary and would
John Lane, of the C. S. outfit, was
take more interest in the general apin Cimarron a day or so ago.
Mr. Henry Springer left for Raton pearance of their places, Cimarron
Monday morning, where he met his would present a different aspect in a
Rett Pratt, the saw mill man from friend Mr. Thompson from Des very short time. The Citizen would
Metcalf canon, was a visitor in Cim- Moines, Iowa. Mr. Thompson will suggest that everyone gets out for a
arron last Saturday.
stay in Cimarron for the time being, general cleaning up bee. See if we
and then expects to live an out door can't have the city look more cosGeorge Purns and Chas. Carter, life on a ranch.
mopolitan.
both of Raton, were business visitors
CIMARRON BOY
here in Cimarron last Friday and
The following party from Raton
VISITS MOTHER
Saturday.
were guests at the Swastika last Sunwas born and
Vance,
who
Frank
day. Miss Wiley, N. Y.; Miss RogPatronize the Cimarron man who ers, Denver; Miss Eddy, N. Y.; Miss raised here in Cimarron, and who is
docs the boosting. His business is Gorman, Raton; Messrs. W. A. Gor- now located at Walsenburg, Colo.,
worth more than that of fourteen man, Raton, W. M. Wiley, Holly, was a visitor in Cimarron last week.
knockcri.
Mr. Vance has a fine position in
Colo., and R. E. Wilson, Chicago.
Walsenburg, being the guardian of
fillW'm. Marling, of the firm of DuckWin. Lambert, who has been con the peace and quiet of. the camp,
worth & Marling, spent Saturday and fined to his bed for the past seven ing the position of marshal in a very
Sunday in Raton, where he went to weeks with pneumonia and typhoid creditable manner.
tran.-ac- t
business.
Mr. Vance has been away from
fever, is once more able to be about
to.- - some time, and had nit
a little, although only with the aid C'marron
Alex Livingston is building a neat ní
mother, Mrs. Mildrel
his
visited
T
Alt
t'e
nnrlif
ifiifli
imriif
little cottage on his lots out near J. frjc.n(ls
d'cIi "htcd to know that he Vance, and one of our most respectafe
V. Records, and expects to have it is recovering
ed residents, for over a year. He
so rapidly.
dcre within a very short time.
states that during the year's absence
Cimarron has changed so much that
The Rocky Mountain road has
J. S. Humphrey, of Raton, recently
he hardly recognized it.
-i
Ppurchased from C F. Rcmsberg
Beginto Cimarron
NOTICE OF THE FORMATION
large number of fattened steers train service
w.th last Monday, trams No. 1 OF A NEW SCHOOL DISTRICT
which have been fed for the market. ,"'"S
Cimarron and
;and No. 2 between
.
Notice is hereby given that the
made into mixed trains, Superintendent
of the
of Schools
Mrs. Wm. Marling has left for the Colfax were
composed of both freight and
County of Colfax has formed a
east on an extended trip and visit to
T1,1S
a
Blves Cimarron School District, to be known as
Mrs. MarHng se"er carsand relatives.
of
day
every
instead
freight
service
County
No.
22,
School
District
expects to be gone for some little
Hereafter, a of Colfax,' New Mexico, and boundjthree
times a week.
'
tune.
ltram will run to Utc Park twice a ed as follows:

THE CITIZEN

.

When

over-haulit-

Coca!

'"

PLANT o
SHADE

TREES-

-

Beginning at the Northeast corner
of Séction five, Township 23 North
Range 21 East and running due
South ten miles to the intersection of
the Southern boundary line of the
Maxwell Land Grant, thence West
along the said Southern boundary
line of the said Maxwell Land Grant
to the intersection of the 2nd Guide
Meridian, thence due North atonf?
the 2nd Guide Meridian to the North
west corner of Section six, Township 25 north, Range 20 East, thence
due cast to the point of starting.
Dated this 24th day of March, 1908

Mr. Wm. Marling, better known as
Mr. and Mrs, C. F. Remsberg, of- - "Billy" has shown himself to be one
tcr making a trip to Taos, have re- - of the progressive men of the city
turned to Cimarron, where they left and one who has the interests of
their automobile, and have left for Cimarron at heart. Last week he
fine .shade
set out about twenty-fou- r
Raton in their machine.
trees around his property on. north
f Washington
avenue, the trees being
Jf. W. Records, master mechanic
the Rocky Mountain road, states that of approved eastern shade varieties,
work in the shops ha picked up Among others, he has three fine
C. O. FISHER,
quite a bit and that he has been fore- - weeping willow trees, which with
Colfax
of Schools,
rd to increase his force of men some- - plenty of water, will in a few years, Superintendent
County, New Mexico.
make a most beautiful shade.
what.
I

THE BEST HOTEL ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ROUTE

Rates $3.00 Per Day
MRS. D. M. SAVAGE, Manager
BO
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IMRVEY
Painter

1

Y N

aird Paperlianger

V
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0

ATT

the

:

Oxford Jyokl

Fornace Heat Throughout.

J fid
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'0

Hot and Cold Baths.

FIKST CLASS CAFE CONNECTED 5
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1

Í ip

Painting a Specialty

888888
888888

Mi-am-

.

visiting his family.

T
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-

Harry Grubbs, the proprietor of iweefc.
the Legal Tender, has been spending
a few davs
in Tucumcari lookinfr .MARLING
after his interests there and also

Cimarron stop at the

ü

and Personal

I

in

J

Shop Located tn Back
of Wilson's Blacksmith

bnop

;

the

GEO. E. REMLEY,

Oxford Bar...
Finest Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

RENOWNED A. B. C. BEER ON TAP
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

CIMARRON,

NEW MEXICO

$c

333 feS&C

zafeCI
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ANOTHER OFFICE FOR COL ..
NEW MEXICO LAND SALES CÚ.
WILL ERECT OFFICE BUILDING AT COLFAX.

March JO.
fearful that he would collapse, he
Auburn, N.
showing
the .'started for the door leading to the
without
faintor sign of emotion of any kind, prison yard. Keepers walked beside
Cheur Gillette was put to death in him.
Auburn prison this morning. The j Witnesses r?emblcd at the war
electrocution was the most successful th.-.ever took place in the local den's office at 6 o'clock and at 6.10
down
was re- the march from the office
Hut one contact
prison.
V-- ,

E. H. Fisher, the engineer, for the
Cimarron Townsite Co., has just finished the completiotn of plans for
the new office which the New Mexico Land Sales Co., will erect in Colfax within a week or so. This office
will be built in the bungalow style
and will be finished in cement or
stucco work, metal lathing1 being used over the frame work, and cement
plastered on the outside. The office
will be most
pleasing to the eye
when finished, and will be amply
commodious for the present "needs
of the company.
Mr. Fisher, who is in charge of the
Colfax office for the companv, will
Vush'lhis building through to completion and then will ger the business
of the office in shape for work as
soon as possible. Henry Steen, now
employed with the Townsite company, has accepted a position with the
new company and will devote his
time to its interests as soon as the
headquarters will he Colfax, but a
large part of his time will be spent
in and around Cimarron.

t

ie

-

1

'f

The ?ev. 'feiuy Ma:!l.-.ivof Utile I'alli, who had been with Gillette was so overcome at the electrocution that he was taken from the
dca'lt chamber before the current was

through the south wing of the

EX-CONVI-

pri-

son to tin death t'nr.mber was started
and at 6:11, v.hcn State Electrician
Davis made h's test of the machinery
with the bank of lights, the witnesses
had taken the seats assigned to them.
The test being finished, the word
was given and the door leading from
Gilthe death cells was opened.

lette, walking firmly and looking neither to the right nor to the left,
came briskly along the row into the
chamber.
On either side of him was
a minister, of the Gospel, Chaplain
Hcrrick on his right and Rev. Mac- Ilravy on his left.. It was 6:l2:js
,1,. i;,.i
,..,i. j tU- chamber and the work of strapping
the man in the chair was quickly
ov;r. The electric current was turned on at 6:14:03 and was switched
off at 6:15:06. Immediately after' Dr.
Spit.ka made an examination of the
heart. Other heart examinations followed and at 6:18 Warden Bcnhain
made the announcement that Gillette
was dead.

Gillette made a confession to his
spiritual advisers. Regarding this the
Rev. Mr. Macllravy gave out the fol

NI

u

COLLECTS SCHOOL CHILDREN IN CARRIAGE AND
TAKES
THEM
TO THEIR
STUDIES.
That Cimarron has a public snirit- ed man in her midst, was shown 1nt
Friday during the extremely high
jwind.
Expressman Frank Sullivan
realized the difficulty the little boys
and girls would have in reaching the
school house in order to take up their
daily studies, and so of his own free
and unsolicited will, Mr. Sullivan
went around to every house, both in
old and new town and collected all
the children for school. He bundled
the little ones in his carriage and delivered them to their teachers at the
usual time, and without a cent of

"Signed)

"HENRY M'lLRAVY
"CORDF.LLE ItERRICK."

DIESALONE

Everything Rebuilt and Refurnished and
Now Ready for use. Kent by

Day or Week

All Outside Rooms

HOT

!

STORE-RO- O

GRAND BAR
Is Now Open
Best Beer on tap. Imported
Wines. Superior Whisky

WATCH

j

Lucero Found Engine Sparkb Catches
Dead in Tent Seventy in Pile of Mattresse- sMiles East of Here
Building Saved

Pablo

Colo. (Special) Apr
Ti c dead bully of l'ablo Lucero,
Mice;) herder and an
was
found Sunday afternoon in his tent
vevertly miles e.i-- t of this city in Poi
trty Canon, ft ::; supposed that tit
man died alone from a hemorrhage
of the lungs while he was engaged in
jiiepat 11:1; iiis ("inner, but this is not
certain ; iid Coroner Ouil'uil is in,'!
1

(either investigation. He h.'ii
.1.111 dead
lor some tin:'.
I nuy
was U uvti
Lucero

inc

,i'o:a:i.y
'.hcii t!.c

was f t . ne iini a well known cha
:lei in this sc"ion. l!c, with c.'-Amrnoii. was found guilty of mur
der in the first degree about fifteen
year i
o, and sentenced to the state
prison and was released but a little
over a year ago. The men were con
victed of the murder of a third Mexi
can ;;t aGrcia Plaza.
Lucero was
n

released from prison in broken health
and s;nce that time has lived the sol
itary life of a sheep herder. He was
fifty-twyears of age and has a sis
ter living at Hastings. The body will
r brought here for burial and mun- ral services will be held from the
rhapet oí the Trinidad Undertaking
coiiv..,nv.

FOUR ARE SLASHED
IN A RACE

Tinidad, Colo. (Special) Apr. 1.
Fire, iwhich broke out shortly before four o'clock yesterday afternoon
n
in the
storage
building at 231 Chestnut street, caused a damage to the building and contents
at $500. Hard work
c
the part of the lire department,
confined the bl;c to one corner of
he building and sived a large quan
tity 11 valuiblc tfooti". ironi destrucTh fire is beiieved to have
tion
In c;i caused I y a Fpark from a pas- ing engine which drifted through a
broken window and caught in a pile
of mattresses in the south-wecor
ner. The building is damaged to the
extent of about $200 and the rest is
confined to the contents.
Mr. MeMahon, when interviewed,
I.ct evening, stated that he was un
able to estimate the entire loss at
present. He said the building
a car load of linoleum belonging to the Win. Volkcr company
of Kansas City, a car of tinware and
a car of paper bags belonging to the
Crinden-Marticompany of St.
Louis and a large amount of furni
ture belonging to local peope.
The loss is well covered by insu-incThe hoys of the fire depart
ment had a smoky fight with the
blaze but handled it in a capable
J lie building is the
manner.
prop
erty of the Schneider Brewing com-

j

j

Williams-.McMaho-

11

st

j

C

SCHOOL

CALL AND SEE

We Make

NEW MEXICO
US IN OUR NEW STORE

Everything and Repair

Anything in the Harness Line
Made Harness a Specialty

SUPERINTENDENT
No. aa.

For some time there has been a little uncertainty as to the limits and
boundry of the school district in
which Cimarron is situated, but all
this is now done away with, by the
action taken by County Superintendent of Schools Mr. C. O. Fisher. The
new district will be called Miami
District No. 32. The official notice
oí the formation of this district is to
he found elsewhere in this issue, and
the boundry lines are therein set out
in full.

o

CIMARRON,

FISHER FORMS MIAMI

DISTRICT

'

LITTRELL BROS.

Hand
C. O.

-

For Grand Opening Announcement

DISTRICT FORMED
COUNTY

RIOT

fht

lis.

X!

n

At midnight last night the depart
ment was again called to the build
ing to extinguish a blaze which
tarled in some sawdust in the south
west
corner of the building.
The
March 30. One man was
O.
tire was put out before any addi- lroI,j'y fatally stabbed and three onal damage had been inflicted.
others severely cut during a race riot
street and Lyons avest Ni'u
nue today. Afler two 06 the partici- EXPRESS MESSENGER
pant had succumbed, fainting from
KILLED BY ROBBER
the loss oí blood as the result of their
N'lwton,
Kan.,
March
30. W.
injurk. and others had become
Bailey. 111 express messenger of the
the
ended.
Wei's. Fargo company, was killed
Then the police
ere called and with a hatchet by
unknown perambulances took the men to hospi- son on Santa I'e train No. 115 betales and their homes.
tween Florence and Newton. The
Ti:c injured men are of different local and through safes were rannationalities and the quarrel that re- sacked and at least $1,000 in money
sulted in the stabbing affray followed and some jewcrly taken.
a discussion of the merits of the
George Azhaun, Lithuanian, head
fatherlands.
and face cut.
The victims are:
Gcorjje Moyland, Bohemian, stab-If.- d
Andrew Homer, Polish, head and
in abdomen, left side and head; right shoulder cut.
Ul oí the combatants said they
condition serious.
George Croaidt, German, face cut. ac!H in self defense.

charge to anyone.
It is just the little things like this,
the willingness to go to a little trou-- J
ble and expend some time for the
general wellfare,
that is going to
make Cimarron a city before we
know it. While the act itself may be
trivial, such a spirit as was shown, is
deserving of praise, and the Citizen is
here to boost all who help boost,
either by such acts or by .words.
Some one else get in line. Push,
boost, pull together and we will be
there before we arc expected. Watch

NEW

con-stain-

pany.

COLD

Everything Up to Date
Rates Reasonable

j

,

BATHS

HIS GENEROSITY

BAD FIRE IN

CT

Grand Mote

SULLIVAN SHOWS

lowing statements:
"Because our relations with Ches
ter Gillette were privileged we do
not deem it wise to make a detailed
Statement and simply wish to say
that no legal mistake was made in his
electrocution.

off.

turrc--

The

FOR COLFAX

PAYS LIFE PENALTY

in convci sation.
.This grew io
m&rktii during the time the physimakiu ; the examination
cal:
- ;!i: lody for lif: hit the v.::rd-- n
fiiupil
ncccssarv 1'. pound on the
tile c.'Vcred floor of tne chamber lor
silcr :c
of
"fit: current was i.8Xi volts
seven ;iid onc-li.iimperes and it
was h.'M on one minice anil three
arc it.!. When this had been dine
cartful r xamiivitions of the man's
mad.1, hi:: .here was no
heart
i life.
íilíii

1908.

ANOTHER OFFICE

CHESTER GILLETTE

quired t.i carry the mandates of the
law into effect and when that was
over the murderer of Grace Brown
had paid the penalty of his crime.
The electrocution was marked
throughout with cclcrcity. Teh man
vas declared dead by the officials
at 6:tR. but by the watches held by
some oí the newspaper representatives t was two minutes after that
linie when the warden said to the
witnesses .'I'd attendants:
"Gentlemen, the physicians announce the man is dead."
The electrocution lacked much of
the solemnity of former evecutions,
,md during most of the time except
fur the brief space when the electric
lurrent was coursing through the
mar,'- - body there was a hum of voices

WEDNESDAY, APRIL i,

SETTLED WITH COMPANY
Trinidad, Colo., (Special) Apr. 1
Paul Mullman, the Chicago travel-n- g
salesman who was injured in the
wreck of Santa Fe passenger train
No. to, near Otero, ,N. M., Saturday
night when he was thrown through
a window of the smoking car, was
able to be around today and is much
improved although his fate is badly
battered. He settled with the Santa
Fr today through their claim agent
for the sum of $125.

VAN DUSEN
ELECTRICIAN
Electrical Supplies, Wiring, Fixtures,
209 N.

PROMPT SERVICE

:

M.

Phone

Rton

7s

PRICES RIGHT

Mrs. A. H. Carey
:Mm. ARKELL,

GENERAL

Manager:

HARDWARE,

Cutlery, Am'munition, Tinware.
Graniteware, Majestic Range?,
Sanitary Plumbing & Heating,

HORSE THIEVES MAKE HAUL

(Continued from Vage 1)
Matements, first saying that he came
from one place and then another, but
when Duquette recognized him as a
man who had been in Cimarron the
day before and confronted him with
this far I. he gav e up without more
to say. He is m.w being held in
Raton to await the action of the
fcrnnd jury.

Second St., RATON N.

Repairing

TIN SHOP
112 N.

Second St. Raton.

N. M.

V

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

x,
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GRAND SALE OF
LOTS IN THE. . .

3B35

OF

1? A Tf
9

Colfax County, New Mexico
THIS NEW TOWN CENTERS NEAR THE CROSSING OF ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC AND EL PASO & SOUTHCALLED VERMEJO
WESTERN RAILROADS WHERE THESE COMPANIES MAINTAIN A JOINT STATION FORMERLY
NEW MEXICO LAND SALES COMPANY, GENERAL OFFICES, CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, OFFERS TO THE PUELIC ALL THE
LOTS, 2,000 IN NUMBER, IN THE TOWN OF COLFAX, AS SHOWN BY THE OFFICIAL PLAT OF SAID TOWN, DÜLY FILED IN
isi
THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTS RECORDER OF COLFAX COUNTY.
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These Lots Will all be Sold for the Same Price, $40.00
EACH, WITHOUT RESERVATION OR RESTRICTION, SO THAT THE PURCHASERS WILL GET ALL THE BENEFIT OF THE
RISE IN VALUE, INSTEAD OF THE TOWNSITE COMPANY, AS IS USUALLY THE CASE.
THEY ARE DIVIDED IMPARTIALLY INTO GROUPS OF TEN AVERAGE LOTS TO EACH GROUP. ONE GROUP BEING ON
SALE AT EACH PRINCIPAL CITIES AND TOWNS ALONG A. T. & S. F.; ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC; E. P. & S. W.
'
.
AND ROCK ISLAND RAILROADS IN NEW MEXICO AND ADJ. CENT STATES.
THE CERTIFICATE OF THE COUNTY CLERK OF COLFAX COUNTY, PUBLISHED HEREWITH IS A GUARANTEE THAT EACH
PURCHASER WILL GET A GOOD TITLE AND A SQUARE DEAL
--

.

CERTIFICATE.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,)
1
)SS.
County of Colfax.
I hereby certify that I have examined the title to all tu; lots in the TOWN OF COLFAX as designated on the official plat thereof duly filed in my offke on the 24th day of February, A. D. 1908, as said title appears on the records of Colfax 'county; and such examination
shows that on this date, March 3, 1508, said lots belong to New Mexico Land Sales Company free from tax or other liens; and that said Company is duly organized and authorized to sell and convey the same.
(SIGNED). E. G. TWITTY,
County Recorder of Colfax County, New Mexico.
Clerk of the Probate Court and
(SEAL).
'
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stream which heads In tho snow capped Sangre de Chrlsto Mountains, it
is located in the Vcrmejo valley about 500 feet from the Vermejo River, a permanent mountain
railroad, a part of the EI Paso & Southwestern System.
Dawson
These two railwith
the
road
junction
of
that
near
&
Pacific Railroad,
the
is on the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
roads connect with the A. T. & S. P., Colorado & Southern and Rock Island Systems.

The Town is in the Heart of the Richest Coal Mining and Agricultural District of
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO
people. Th coal mining camps and coke ovens
is only five miles from the extensive coal mining and coking camps of Dawson Fuel Company where already there are over 4,000
of St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Company are within one hours ride of Colfax. Other coal openings have been made and veins discovered in eight different canons within
a few miles of Colfax, many of which will doubtless be developed.
The rich agricultural lands in the valjey belonging to Charles Springer & Companny, the Ruston Ranch, Maxwell Farm lands and the 50,000 acres of the French Land &
Irrigation Company, some adjoining and all near and tributary to this town, are being subdivided Into tracts suitable for farms and are being sold to settlers.
This town would have beten taken up and settled some years before but for the fact that the former ownei s of the land and of the large tracts surrounding this place have always, until now, refused to subdivide and sell the same.
per acre.
These splendid agricultural lands are in great demand and are selling rapidly at prices ranging from $10 to 1100
by permanent mountain streams, these lands with their attendant advantages
are
they
as
Rocky
traversed
and
Mountains
of
the
foothills
timbered
along
they
the
do
as
Lying
of minerals, timber, water, hunting, fishing and scenery, are infinitely more attractive to settlers tharf lands ar from the sheltering mountains.
The town is laid out on a level plateau near the foothills covered with evergreen timber.
to become an important
It is a beautiful place with a delightful climate and by reason of its location, surroundings and excellent railroad facilities, Colfax Is bound
for lots have already been received from parties who will put up general stores and also applications for lots for lumber yard, hotel, restaurant and postofflee
and real estate offices and other business
the groups, aa lots are not offered for sale In any other way, no preference being
These people will build aa soon as they can secure suitable lots from purchasers of lots In some of
a abort time for many times what be paw lor it.
TheDurchaaer of any lot in any group will make a good investment and may be able to sell it within
postofflee address will be Colfai. New Mexico,
Any purchaser of lots desiring to sell same may do so by listing them with . H. Fisher, Real Estate Agent, at Colfax, whose
changed.
Is
route
mall
present,
the
untl
Via Cimarron, for the
Company, Cimarron, New Meo. To Cimarron Townsite
Mr Fisher refers parties caring to make inquiries as to his standing and reliability, to New Mexico Land lales
Mexico., and to Flsk & Robinson,
Cimarron, New Mexico; to St. Louis, Rocky. Mountain & Pacific Railway Company, Raton, New Mexico; First National Bank, Raton, New
New York.
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FIVE JAVED

MINES
Washington, March 31. The proposed establishment in the department of interior of a bureau of mines
and mining was unanimously but unofficially concurred in today by the
house committee on mines and mining, and it is understood that within
to
a week or two the
which has been referred several bills
to establish such a bureau, will draft
a bill to accomplish that purpose and
report it favorably to the general
committee. The full committee was
addressed on the subject by former
United States Senator William M.
Stewart of Nevada, who favored the
creation of such- - a bureau in the interior department rather than in the
department of commerce and labor,
because of the natural and necessary
connection it would have with the
geological survey

First Definite News of
Engle Men at Hanna
Received Yesterday
Trinidad, Colo., April l (Special)
According to a dispatch received at
Fng'evillc yesterday morning from
Mrs. Amelia Jacobs who is now at
Hanna, Wyoming, Alex. Jacobs jr.,
Sam Jacobs, Sam Cundy, Felix Cun-i- y
and Tom Cundy, who it was ferr-r- d
had lost their lives in the exploUnion Pacific
sions in the
Mine No. I Saturday, are safe. Jack
Rimmer, John Cookson and Everett
Pennant, all of Englevillc, were victims of the first explosion.
The work of recovering the fifty- -'
.ir bodies which are still in mine
No. i has begun. Scores of men are
Mvarming about the east slope en
trance, clearing away the loose earth
and digging out the shattered tim- hers. As aoii as the cast slope is
partially c'.ear the rescue party will
prncte'l, nrar.icmg me slope in troni
they go- All the entries
.1 thrm
will be scaled up, and by carrying
tilt' brattice in rout of them the danger of another explosion will be
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PASTOR BERATED HUSBAND
FOR ABUSING DEAD WIFE

FOR

GIRL; ONE IS

IN FIGHT

1908.

SLAIN
eading, Pa., March 31. Rev. Mar vin H. Stettler,
one of the best
known clergymen in the rennsyl- vania Lutheran ministrv. was arrest ed this afternoon on the charge of
criminal libel as preferred by Jeremiah Werner of Mohnsvillc.
This is the sequel to the funeral of
Mrs. Werner, his wife, which took
place in St. John's Lutheran church,
that borough, last Sunday.
Rev. Stettler preached the funeral
sermon, during which he made remarks in the public berating and referring to him as a man with a heart
of slone showing no sign, of grief.
Mr. Werner alleges that the pastor
followed this up with remarks as
these: Pointing his finger at him:
"This man knocked his wife down so
that she fell to the floor, the week
before she was taken ill. He did not
furnish her with clothing and shoes
fit to go to church, and for that reason, she-dinot frequent the house

March 31. Miss
Eunice Spencer, 20 years old, whose
hand in marriage was sought by
many young men in this town, is being held today a prisoner, having
shot and killed one of her suitors in
one of the most remarkable of love
tragedies.
Charles Wesley and P. F. Coombs
wtre two of the most favored ones.
They were bitter rivals, and had practically decided to fight a dual for the
girl's hand, when she interfered and
suggested another way out of the
love tangle.
''Now, you boys play a game of poker; play it fair in my presence, and
I'll promise to wed the winner," was
the girl's advice.
80th men agreed and started to
play the game in the young woman's
Columbia,

Has Lively Encounter
With Political Enemy
and is Arrested
Little Rock, March. 31. Senator
Jefferson Davis and Deputy District
Attorney Helm engaged in a sensational strc'.'t fight here today which
resulted in the atoniey receiving a
black eye .ind Senator Davis being arrested on the charge of carrying
weapons. ' Helm is alleged to
have started the quarrel which led
to the encounter b charging Davis
with having resottcd to the use of
unfair means in an effort to down
him politically.
It is aid that Helm
struck the first blow, after which
Davis struck the attorney twice in
the face. Later Helm caused the arrest of Davis. The men have not
been on good terms for a long time
con-cealc- d

--

Miss.,

home.

corpse of his helpmeet. "
He concluded by saying that there
wcr- - other men in the congregation
Magistrate Miller issued
;110 better'
the warrant for the ' pastor's arrest,
and he gave $500 bail for a hearing
on Easter Monday.
' Rev. Stettler is pastor of St. Paul's
Lutheran church, this city, ami St.
John's church, where the funeral sermon was delivered.
Mr. Werner is 25 years of age and
his wife was 23 He said today that
given the widest
he wanted the
publicity and he feels that he was
injustly abused ii the presence 'of
fully 50 people.
"His remarks were wholly uncalled
for and did me great injustice," said
the young man. "I lid all that I
could for my wife during her illness,
as can be testified to by the two physicians and the trained nurse..
"Rev. Stettler Sunday referred to
me as a man with a heart of stone
and said I showed no sign of grief.
I
c en while he was berating me.
tend carrying the case to the fuU- est extent of the law."
,

Five hands were agreed upon, the of the Lord as regularly and as often
girl to be referee. Wesley won the as the other sisters of the congrega
first two and. the third and fourth tion. See him as lie sits ttnmovea.
In the fifth pot with no fcelirg In the presence of the
went to Coombs.
Coombs was charged by Wesley with
past.
daving cheated. A desperate struggle
ei'sucti, and coombs was clown on
RAILROAD SYSTEMS
the floor with a knife in the hands
BEING SEGREGATED of Wesley at his throat, when Miss
Spencer shot Weslcv through the
Gov - l,r,,ncf with a Winrhestrr rifln slip
Gullirie, Okla., March 31.
seized from a cabinet. The man died
Light Weight and Bat- ernor HaskellB. said last night:
F. Winchcll and W. ,n fcw moments.
"President
Milwaukee, Wis.. March 31. Her- not caught in the lace of the woman's
1SS Sncncer who is a trill of rare
tling Nelson in Fierce J. Piddle, traffic manager of the Chi- stage
oine
of a number of sensational skirt. They got busy at that
;
Pacific railroad attainments and great charm, had for
(ago, Rock Island
her.
arrested
and
coinrany,' assured the state's attor- - !mm,tlis been extremely friendly with elopements and criminal escapades,
Frisco
Bout
Mr;; Maurer has been the charmer
No smoke was issuing from
itcy general ar. J myself at a doníer- - Charles Wesley and P. F. Coombs, Mrs. Margaret Maursr, alias Maggie
of several young men, no older than
the mine thin morning, and there
ence that the Rock Island manage- - ;i)uti,
o
planters,
1 enn,
alias Maggie Finn, is . once some of her six children, but she has
ment was making definite progress! Miss Spencer lived the life of a
was no noticeable rise in the temS.tn Francisco, March 31. The
in
again
the toils of the police, charg been unfortunate in, her love affairs.
ot ttic Kock isi- - ifcaelielor girl, and her tineonventiou- perature of the air from underground.
go here tonight between ind. the
with
ed
robbing the home of Henry She was robbed of one sweetheart
sys
I
ncctaw
tile
anJ
Jr'sco
il habits often had startled the vil- All indications point to a speedy re
re- - f
Nelson
Hauling
and
At'ell
Abe
her own tiaugmer.
tems.
covery oí the bodies of the men who
jlagc. She was known as an original Geise, by whom she was employed W
in a draw and proved one of
suited
first person to be capivated by
The
entertainer. She had favored both as housekeeper.
'.
:rc still in the mine.
the fastest and best boxing exhibicharms was Henry Gricbe, 16
her
Three shifts of men were put to
Wesley and Coombs, who were by
Mrs. Maurer's life has been as full
tions ever given in the city. Attell FANCY HOSIERY
in the
work this morning, and inside of a
no means backward in accepting her of strenuous action as that of any years old, whom she started
the
match
besl
of
several
and
the
His father did not
business.
butcher
week all the bodies which arc in the
hospitality.
;ueen of melodrama.
(.Mus had the Norwegian going but
of the affair and ordered the
SHATTERS CONEY
U is
main slope may be rescued.
She led approve
Mrs. Mauricr is clever.
punished.
match
severely
was
The
He did so,
leave the woman.
to
boy
known that there arc fifteen or twenSUPT
ASSAULTED
the police to believe Gicse's home
from the start and Nel-so- li
Maurer's
ISLAND ROMANCE
Mrs.
taking
ty bodies just behind the tons, of started fast
BY DISCHARGED MEN was entered and robbed by burglars.
lauded heavily in the opening
daughter to Hot Springs, Ark. The.
earth and debris which now choke
When they changed their belief
round, drawing first blood. Audi's
Because
her
New
York,
March
31.
police broke up that elopement.
the east slope of the mine. These
Denver, March 31. Martin Haley, and came for her she was ready. Mrs.
speed and cleverness told before the husband was so jealous that he would
arc the men who arc bringing the
A short time ago Mrs. Maurer
in
its
pistol
ninth round and and had easily the not let lur wear fancy hosiery or assistan t superintendent
the Maurer reached for her
on
young Philip Henn,
bodies of Gus Ramie and Jack Rimwith
eloped
best of it on points.
corsets, pretty little Mrs. llattie Ful- Greeley electric , line, was attacked garter holster. The officers, uncer- Hartford, Wis., and the two were armer to tbe top. The explosion caught
un.meant,
move
In the ninth round he sent his op ler Dupo'nt, 44 Fifth avenue, Brook- near the scene of operations north tain as to what the
them when they were almost in sight
a charge of embezzlement.
ponent
to the ropes just as the gong lyn, had him arrested for alleged as- of this city last night and badly less she was going to bring forth rested oil
of the men cm the outside.
father settled the case and
boy's
The
stealing
of
accused
is
oiinded.
The bout was pulled off sault and abandonment, has sued him beaten. The thugs escaped.
It is the $280 she
released.
were
they
from Giesc, stood and stared, which
n the Coliseum Lcforc one of the for absolute divorce, and has sued believed that the asault was commitTIRE ÍÍ1VES SIXTY
that there is another
them
is
hinted
for
It
unfortunate
argest crowdi of sports ecvr assem- her wealthy father-in-laJohn Tay- ted by former employes of the com- would have been
FAMILIES IN STREET"
of the present case.
back
affair
hadlove
revolver
the
of
hammer
the
bled in the ci'y. F.ddie Smith of Oak- - lor Dupotit, Sr.', for damages
if
for
pany who had recently been discharg- Chicago, March 31. Sixty families
and was the referee and gave gene- ?.'5,oou.
ed
.were driven into the street today by
120
Muitiplyink that by six gives
,tl satisfaction
DRINK SOUR MILK
All this trouble is a sequel to a ro- a fire which destroyed a four story
years, the natural age of man, ac- TO BE
LIVE
AND
Island,
Coney
manee
at
started
that
brick apartment building in Norton
NEIHOFF SIGNS UP.
107 YEARS OLD cording to the laws that govern aniWhile Hattle Fuller, t6 years old, was
Aldine
avenue. "BABOON BITES WOMAN"
t.'iatk street and
orders.
lower
of
the
mals
CONEY ISLAND REPORT in bathing she met John Tyler Du
Nearly a score of women were resr,,culo, Colo.. March 31 Bert N'ci- - Chicago, March, 26. Samuel
Now, with man the multiple
pom, jr., wno was one year outer
bishop of the Reformed Episcued by the firemen.
The property
I10Í1, the Mar third !:. cman of the
three tind a halt" that is, ii he
couDec.
On
she.
the
than
30,
1907,
u only
Christ-aIslYork,
New
Coney
March
of
founder
31.
loss is in the neighborhood of
championship team, copal Church and
maturity at twenty he has
reaches
ple were secretly married by a Jersey 1907 Trinidad
Psychology a combination of
iand got its first real sensation of the
today signed a contract to play with
lived almost a third of his existcnc;
City clergyman.
his
in
now
medicine
faith cue and
forthcoming season of press agents
according to 'ha presnt standard ;nd
The young plaintiff said:
the Pueblo Western league. He was seventy-thir- d
year, believes that men
when a story went around to the eflength oMiie.
given
bought
silk
of
pairs
try
two
this
"I
a
afternoon
out
pretty
on
eighty
piimc
at
in
their
be
JEALOUS NEGRO
fect that a woman the wife of ,a 'stockings. When my husband re first base and played in excellent ought to
"This is not natural i.nd the reason
years old. iier.;
policeman
had been bitten to death turned home he told me that I must form. With the addition of Neihoff and live to be 1230
is that iiian does not take the proper
gave tonight:
he
explanation
the
SHOOTS WIFE AS jby
is
a newly imported baboon,
'precautions until too late."
not wear them, and he took them to the Indians, the infield is greatly
Drink sour milk or pure butterj
American reporters who carefully away with him. When I wore cor- strengthened and the
The rules of the average Chicago-a- n
management milk two or three times a day.
SHE PLAYS PIANO investigated the wicrd tale discoverfor reaching 120 years are: Late
sets my figure was improved.
This feels confident that the team will be
Avoid too strenuous living.
buhours, extravagance, worry, intemmade my husband angry, for he said a winner from the first.
Denver, Colo., March 30. While a ed tiia the animal show publicity
with
up
get
and
early
Go
to
bed
'
perance, suppression of virtues and
number of colored people were en- reau is already in full cry. Accord- that every man on the street would
llw. ricimr tnn
ing to the myth promoter, an animal look at me when I passed.
expansion of bad habits,
CLIVE'S NEPHEW. DROWNS
held
joying themselves at a party
at
'
a
kind
o:
Llentv
of
fake
exercise
showman gave one of thirty recent
"My father-in-laJohn Tyler Du- 2336 Market street shortly after 3
l
not accosiate with your actual emly arrived
baboons to Policeman pont. Sr., who for a time was very
San Diego, Cal., March 31.
SOCIETY MAN TO
o'clock this snoring, with Mrs. Henry
in turn present- friendly toward me, has now turned between the rocks of Coronado beach ployment.
who
Orcnnan,
James
BOX J CK O'BRIEN
Goodrich at the piano, Henry GoodObey t:gtd!v the b'.'.vs of hyoicne.
rich, with hatred in his heart, enter- ed it to Policeman Gisner, living on against me. I have instituted pro- and the tide wall the dead body of
Philadelphia,
Jvccp
a
clear
March 23. Anthony
ice.
cons.:?:
Thirty-thirstreet.
Clyde Give, a subject of Great Briceedings for $25,000 damages."
ed the room, jerked a gun from his West
J.
Drexcl
be
square
Briddlc,
wi.h
Love
society man, track
Gri
ami
yoir
absence,
Gisncr's
In
so the report
tain and a nephew of Lord Give fci.cw-mapocket and with a curse on his lips,
n
amateur athlete, friend and biographwent, the baboon almost wrecked the
v.as
found
by
searching
a
early
party
shot her in the back of the head. He
,
er of Robert Fitzsimmons, once
Drink some more sour milk.
today. Give had been missing since
then ran through the house i;t search house and tore Mrs. Gisiur frightheavyweight
prelate
am
The
"I
indebted
said:
champion of the world,
fully. Then it was shot, but no dead
Sunday and a search had been in .'o
of the man whom he was jealous of,
and Philadelphia Jack O'Brien, will
;0 sou'-;..my
thi
tni''ri,.'
to
had been buried by the Cobaboon
progress since. He was thirty years
but not finding him, made his escape.
mix mitts in a
"1. Th? Bible.
d
bout at
ney Health Department up to a late
of age and unmarried. He was rich
GETS
Police hea'iijL, i ters were notified
", A newly published book by Pro the Merion Cricket Club
Saturday
.light, anil Mrs. Gisner said
last
and received large remittances reguand detectives wire rushed to the
Elie Metchnikoff, .1 French evening of next weew. The bout is
in the house had
larly from England. He wits of a fessor
bouse.
Police Surgeon Ackley pro- that all the disorder
scheduled as the star event in an
BERTH
scientist.
been caused by the early spring cleanwandering nature and had traveled in
nounced the voni'm's condition preathletic
"3. Science in general."'
evening to be given by the
ing.
'
every civilized country.
carious and odc-iher removed to
Mctchnikoff, one of the professors club, which is the most exclusive
Santa Fe, N. M., March 31. The
the county i:?.'pi!:il. fd.c is gradually
in the Pasteur Institute 111 Paris, of the organizations of its character
apopointmcnt of Edwin F. Coard WOMAN IN BED
improving.
is the greatest exponent in the worii! in this vicinity.
of
city
this
be
to
assistant
secretary
KILLED WITH AX
ABANDON AUTO IN of New Mexico will be announced
Under the ;plr-- s r.f Poli'-t
Besides hammering as many
of the theories of Darwin. I
is his
as
Sfurges, tit" members if t!i
business 10 imt.t up diseases 'and their twenty husky university men in one
by
tomorrow
Secretary
Territorial
N.
Trenton,
March
J.,
Her
3'.
irty were taken to jail, where thry
ALASKA-B- AD
In" a new" book Mctchni day at the training quarters, Biddie
Nathan Jaffa. The new appointee skull crushed by a blow from an ax, remedies.
were heid as witnesses. Goodrich
will enter upon his official duties at two knife "votmds in her breast and koff points out that th-- reason men fought many a fast if. friendly bout
who later
evaded Officer Steam,
once. He succeeds Negil J. Flint of a deep gash in her neck, Mrs. Francis do not livc "to a great age is because with Fitzsimmons himself,' and posaught him in a barber shop at 2047
ROADS
Las Cruces, who recently resigned to Kade," aged 28, the pretty wife of An- under modern conditions the arte sesses not a little of the skill that
r
L.TT-ncstreet, where he was formerengage in the practice of law.
thony Kade, a farmer of Fallington, ries harden 'with advancing age, due glorified that star of pugilism.
He was charged with
ly fnployed.
Seattel, March 31. The
Alaska
Mr. Iüddle's interest in nmrilism is
new assistant secretary is one was found lifeless in her bed early todeposits of calcareous substances.
The
asati.l to kill. The motive for the portion of the New York- - Paris auof course purely amateur. He
"He
discovered
has
the
anti
that
f the best known newspaper men in this morning.
has
The authorities be
sbtx-tlnris said to be the wife's re- tomobile race has been abandoned he territory. He was for a year city lieve the woman was murdered while dote for this condition is sour milk for love of the sport aided in the
fusal to return to Goodrich.
They 'owing
The sheathes of the arteries are soft- training of many amateurs and not a
to the condition of the trail editor of the Las Vegas Daily Optic attempting to defend herself.
were divorced several months ago.
The body was half in bed and half ened by the milk. The principle, he few professionals, including Fitzsim
between Vahlez and Nome. The road and for the Jast tvo years has been
says, is as sound as the vorus theory mons himself.
city editor cf the Santa Fc New Mex out. .No. weapon was found.
SLEEPS ONLY TWO
jis practically impassable at this point
Today Mr. Biddie denied cninh.it- ir. hydrophobia, and antitoxia and
ican, the leading cpublican Daily
HOURS OUT OF 24
and expert-- , hold that 110 car could newspaper in New Mexico. Previous
ically that he would try to seek
accination for other ailments.
GRAND JURY AT PUEBLO
out
AND IS (VIGOROUS successfully make the, trip. The cars to coining to the territory he wa3 con"Mctchitikoff declares that sour O'Brien's solar plexus during the hout
will be sen: on to Siberia where the nected with the Quincy (111) Herald
and
spoke in high terms of O'Brien
Pueblo, Colo., March 31. For the nilk or pure buttermilk should be
Sullivan, 111., March
ay. Joseph race will be resumed.
himself,.
in an important capcity. He is among the first time in several years Pueblo lrunk twice or three times a day.
He said they expected to
Routine of l icklin. a village near here
the most prominent and popular of s to have a grand jury. This order
"lie declares that fifty years have a pretty good go, and seemed
h;o slept only two hours out of each MOTHER GIVES BABY
he younger Republicans in the terri was made today by Judges Essex would be added to the lives of aged not to remember the size of Phil
POISON FOR MEDICINE tory and was recommended for ap and Rizer of the district
since he can remember
torncourt and persons if they did so. Now in the adelphia Jack's chest at all. It was
ai.. I he is now 5S years old.
toinimcnt by Governor George Cur-- 1 the w'rk will begin next week. An old testament, just after the flood, purely for fun he said, and he seemed
Chicago, March 30. After giving y. National
U s health is excellent and he is
Committeeman Solo- - investigation of the city and county the prophet of God said: 'The days really to think the fun would
be
old daughter a dose of no! Lunc and the Republican terro- - offices, gambling, saloons and coal of man are three score and ten years.' evenly divided.
t'g .rdcd as the sturdiest man in his her
O'Brien said that
carbolic acid by mistake for cough onal cctral committee.
community.
"Now as to the scientific theory. he would not trv for .1
and food trusts wll be brought beMrs.
Mildred
Hardtke
For many year Mr. Romine lia medicine,
The position is a responsible as fore the body. The judges
state Research has proveo that the Multi cither, and that's all he cared to'
rien early in the morning, after watched by the bedside of the child
as remunerative one and Mr. that there is no particular matter de- ple of adolesccncí in t.nimals is six. say about the matter.
Both men
citing breakfast tit 3 o'clock, walked for the medicine to relieve her, and "oard will be acting secretary whcu-vc- r manding the" attention of the jury but That is, they ordinarly live six times have been good friends for years, and
.
.......
.. t
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i
11110 convulsions
sawnun, u ii:.i ncc 01 seven i.w mc iiuiu
anu
01 m
Secretary Jaffa is absent from that it is advisable in order to permit the length of their infancy.
Man' have sparred and trained together
die.
miU's.
he capital, which iu quite frequent.
(
a general investigation.
reaches maturity at twenty years. often.
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